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Empowering clients to achieve a fulfilling,
prosperous future in an era
marked by dramatic structural change
where 100-year lifespans are
becoming the norm

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your ongoing
interest and patronage.

Sustainability

Global
Partnership

Mizuho Securities is constantly evolving and creating new value in
partnership with you. We strive to sincerely listen to you and

devote ourselves to providing solutions which resonate with your
increasingly diverse needs as well as those of the larger society.
For our retail clients, as your life partner in this age where

100-year lifespans are becoming the norm, our mission is to work
closely with you to assist in asset building and create an even

brighter future for you and the next generation. As more people

shift from saving to investing, Mizuho Securities is committed to
serve as a bridge to connect you with the world and thereby

empower you to achieve happiness and prosperity. We pursue
your best interests, constantly upgrading our ability to offer
comprehensive asset consulting expertise while providing

services tailored to your specific needs and circumstances. We
serve your needs in accordance with our group’s shared

philosophy aimed at building your wealth based on a “long-term,
diversified, and ongoing” approach.

For our corporate clients, we realize that you face a variety of
challenges on many fronts including sustainability, digital

transformation, and governance reforms. We constantly strive to

engage with you in meaningful ways and work together to realize

monetary policy shifts. At Mizuho Securities, we take your

opinions and needs seriously and dedicate our professional

experience and knowhow to offering you advanced solutions while
watching out for signs of change and potential risks. Most

importantly, we leverage our passion, sincerity, and ingenuity to
serve as your life partner in striving for sustainable growth.

We are dedicated to staking out our own unique evolutionary path.
As client needs further diversify, we will move forward based on

three core pillars: a client-centric approach across every aspect of
our operations, groupwide collaboration as a globally-united team
(across Mizuho banking, trust banking, and securities), and

leveraging Mizuho’s unique advantages to achieve differentiation
and growth. We strive to respect the views of employees

(especially those who work on the front lines of our business),
ensure sound operations, and strengthen organizational

foundations, making full use of our next-generation sales platform
and digital innovation. By leveraging the collective strength of the
entire group by further strengthening our partnerships with you

and others, and by offering new added value as a financial firm,
we will strive to be your most-trusted partner as well as the

most-trusted partner of the markets and communities we serve.
It is always an honor to serve you and I look forward to your
continued support.

sophisticated, advantageous solutions. Global markets are

Yoshiro Hamamoto

factors including rising geopolitical risks and inflation coupled with

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

becoming increasingly clouded by uncertainty due to a number of
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Mizuho Securities Overview
As a member of the Mizuho Financial Group, we at Mizuho Securities have garnered significant praise from our clients as a result

The shift to
100-year
lifespans

of our sophisticated one-stop service options forged through seamless collaboration among all of our Group partner companies.
By undertaking the kind of product development which consistently results in market-desirable products and by quickly and
accurately responding to the diverse financial needs of clients both in Japan and around the world, we are building bridges
to a more prosperous future for our clients, the economy, and society.

Globalization

Mizuho Bank

Asset management
Capital policy
Corporate strategy

Mizuho Financ ial Group

Financial strategy

M izuho S e curit i e s
Asset
management

Asset
succession

Real
estate

Capital
policy

Corporate
strategy

Financial
strategy

Digitalization

In a drastically
changing world where
social structures and

Leveraging the group’s

Mizuho Trust &
Banking

collective strength to

the economic landscape are

deliver optimal solutions

in constant flux,

Asset management
Asset succession
Real estate
Capital policy
Corporate strategy
Financial strategy

Client-driven/

A professional

client-centric

organization possessing

consulting and
services

sophisticated
expertise and
knowledge

Our strengths

Real estate
Capital policy
Corporate strategy

we provide sophisticated
financial services
in collaboration
with group companies

Clie nts
Possible
permanency
of COVID

to address
client concerns and
business issues.

Other core group
companies
Asset management

Sustainability

The largest client base in Japan

A global network and

an industry-leading
network of locations

significant presence
in the growing
US market

coupled with

Rising inflation

Financial strategy

Supply chain
disruption
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Mizuho Securities business overview

Japan midcap retail business
High-quality, comprehensive asset consulting
which takes all life stages into consideration

Global equity strategy focused on "long-term,

Mizuho Securities growing presence（FY21）

diversified, and ongoing"

Retail and medium-sized corporate business

Proposal strengths underpinning ability to support

growth stage of startup companies from start to finish

Exceeding JPY 1 trillion for
past 7 Yrs. in a row

JPY

trillion

Global Investment Banking Business

JPY
JPY

Asset inflow

trillion

(as of March 31, 2017 )

NO.

trillion

(as of March 31, 2022)

Total assets
under management (AUM)

Number of IPO deals
as lead manager

Cutting-edge proposal capabilities which leverage our industry group
expertise and knowledge with our global cross-sector networks

Wholesale

Cutting-edge ESG/SDG initiatives based on leading presence in DCM*¹
Well-established global collaborative securities-banking framework*²,

including the CIB model launched in the Americas

*1 : Debt Capital Market
*2 : Corporate & Investment Banking
Business model that seamlessly integrates all banking, securities, primary (banking), and
secondary (markets) operations

NO.

Total straight bond
underwriting (Japan)

Global Markets Business
Extensive product lineup at appealing price points tailored to

diverse investor needs

NO.

Number of M&As

NO.

NO.

Number of SDG bond
ABS deals as
deals as SA
comprehensive lead manager
(SA = Structuring Agent)

NO.

Total domestic and
overseas equity

NO.

US dollar-denominated
IG bonds

Ongoing rollout of securities-banking derivatives business
Solutions which bridge the needs of Japanese and

overseas investors and issuers
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Business model

Retail and medium-sized corporate business
We offer comprehensive asset consulting aimed at

Channels

maximizing client profit

In striving to meet the increasingly diverse needs of our clients, along with
our countrywide branch network, we possess additional strategic
communication channels, including call centers and the internet

For individual clients, Mizuho offers stocks, bonds, mutual

（Mizuho Securities Net Club）. We continue to expand digital touch points,

funds, wrap services, and other financial products and

such as remote interviews（via video conferencing and other means）,

investment information, as well as specialized, sophisticated

to ensure we are readily accessible to clients regardless of location, and

financial services in cooperation with group companies.

also reach out by creating digital content for various social media platforms.

For corporate clients, we provide investment products and

investment banking solutions（including support for IPOs, fund

procurement, and business succession）specifically tailored to
their business strategies.

Sales offices

To meet the increasingly diverse needs of clients, we also offer
an industry-leading network of branches, call centers, and

Drawing on our industry-leading Japan-wide branch network, our sales representatives provide asset management consulting

internet（Mizuho Securities Net Club）channels.

and other services carefully tailored to the needs of each client. To further strengthen our consulting functions, we continue to
roll out joint branches（linking Mizuho’s banking, trust banking, and securities arms） with 65 out of a total 103 branches now
serving as joint branches（as of June 30, 2022）.

Call center
In addition to accepting client orders, our call center handles a wide array of inquiries in an attentive and

Mizuho Comprehensive Asset Consulting

easy-to-understand manner.

Our Retail & Business Banking Division thoroughly carries out its fiduciary duty*¹ in aiming to realize medium to long-term asset growth for
clients while striving to maintain the highest levels of client satisfaction and trust.

Pick Up

At Mizuho Securities we are committed to our clients’ dreams, aspirations, plans, and objectives, thoroughly understanding their needs,

COPC® CX CSP Certification acquired in 2021

Awarded new HDI Five Star Recognition

and proposing the best products and services from our diverse lineup of solutions to achieve their goals.

for the fifth year in a row

in 2021

In addition, by leveraging our Global Equities Strategy*²（long-term, diversified, and ongoing）which forms the core of our asset management consulting,

Obtained international quality assurance standards

Based on HDI’s benchmarking and assessment,

organizations which achieve excellent performance as

support as capable of truly contributing to Japan and

we support clients’ efforts to realize their goals by empowering them to achieve a successful track record of experiences in managing their assets.
*1 Fiduciary duty: The responsibility of all financial institutions engaged in the sale of financial products, asset management, and investment management,
to conduct their business operations in good faith, in fairness, and in the best interests of clients.
*2 Global Equities Strategy: Contributing to client prosperity by changing the (yen-denominated and deposit) bias of Japanese household assets
by tapping into the high growth potential of the global economy.

certification for contact centers, granted only to those

HDI-Japan recognized Mizuho Securities customer

evaluated by US-based Customer Operations Performance
Center Inc.（COPC）.

overseas business.

Pick Up
Qualified financial planners
As one of a number of initiatives to further
enhance our consulting capabilities,
we support and encourage employees to
acquire financial planner qualifications.
Approximately 90% of our Retail & Business
Banking Division employees currently
hold financial planner qualiﬁcations.

Approx.
2.4 -fold increase
in 6 Yrs.

87.5 %

employees holding financial planner qualiﬁcations

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

in 2021（5th consecutive year）

For the second year in a row, we received
an “S+”（the highest rating in the industry）
from R&I in recognition of our “client-first”
investment trust sales & marketing
approach and initiatives based on an
excellent fiduciary approach in conducting
investment trust sales.

For the past five years, we have received
the "CRM Best Practices Award," which
recognizes companies, government
agencies, and organizations for excellence
in strategic, operational, and organizational
relationship building with clients to
realize truly client-centric business.

Online
Both online, and via our smartphone app, we provide

access to trading services. We also deliver timely and

relevant investment information via e-mail and LINE app.

Pick Up

Mizuho Securities Net Club
online trading service

Brokerage
app

Market/
investment information
（LINE）

Clients enjoy across-the-board commission-free margin trades（note that various other fees may apply）exclusively

22/3

Percentage of Retail & Business Banking Division

06

Received "CRM Best Practices Award"

our fiduciary initiatives

Internet trading perks

36.7 %
16/3

Rated “S+” by R&I in recognition of

when using our Direct Course* "Net Margin Trading Service." In addition, when using Direct Course via the internet,
initial purchase fees for stock investment trusts are waived via cash back（as of June 30, 2022）.
* A trading course selection available only via the internet and call centers

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.
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Business model

Global Investment Banking Business
Offering cutting-edge investment banking services of the

Bond underwriting

Equity underwriting

highest quality to clients around the world

Mizuho Securities has earned a first-class reputation as an industry

Mizuho Securities has achieved sector-leading performance in

proposing solutions inherently suited to market conditions and

a number of large finance deals thanks to superior underwriting

leader in bond underwriting operations backed by proven skills in

Our Global Investment Banking Division comprises “coverage”

issuer needs, an ability to determine prices that accurately reflect

units, which directly interface with clients, and “product” units

investor demands, an incomparable responsiveness to market

which create highly advanced solutions for them. These units

changes, and a strong track record in bond sales.

work in harmony to provide tailored investment banking

equity underwriting operations, serving as a lead underwriter in
knowhow and strong equity selling power both in Japan and
overseas. We also provide extensive support to companies
transitioning from private to public.

services, including equity and bond financing through capital
markets and M&A advisory services, as part of global
management strategies.

Total domestic bonds from public offerings

To meet the increasingly sophisticated and diverse needs of

our clients, we are building strategic partnerships with them by

3,718.8

offering customized solutions based on our business and

4,163.2

4,642.4 4,391.1

21.4

2017

2018

21.2

20.3
2019

2020

22.5

Share (%)

Total domestic bonds from public offerings (April 1, 2021 - March 31, 2022)
Rank

1
2
3
4
5

Pick Up
FY21 deal highlights
Mizuho Securities provides solutions tailored to the sophisticated and diverse needs of clients.

Company name

Amount（JPY bn） Share
（%）

Mizuho Securities
Nomura Securities
Daiwa Securities
Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities

SMBC Nikko Securities

43,911
38,023
34,387
33,253
30,498

22.5
19.5
17.6
17.0
15.6

ECM

M&A

Skylark Group

Showa Denko

Subordinated bonds

Global offering

Energy storage devices &
systems business transfer deal

JPY 300 bn

JPY 44.9bn

June 2021

JICA

Social bonds（gender bonds）

JPY 20 bn

June 2021

July 2021

Hulic

HIKKY

Global offering

Series A financing from NTT Docomo
（assistance with startup fundraising）

JPY 102 bn

September 2021

October 2021

November 2021

Tokyo Gas

Japan Post

Murata Manufacturing

Transition bond

Global offering

Acquisition of Resonant, Inc.
（Cross-border M&A）

JPY 20 bn

JPY 843.1bn

February 2022

October 2021

February 2022

2018

12.3

2019

Share (%)

2021 （FY）

2020

Total domestic and cross-border equities
Rank

Amount (JPY bn)

(April 1, 2021 - March 31, 2022)

Company name

Amount（JPY bn）Share（%）

1
Daiwa Securities Group Inc.
2
Nomura Holdings
3
Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group
総合ABS主幹事
4
Mizuho Financial Group
5
Goldman Sachs

7,729
7,443
6,205
5,651
4,857

16.8
16.2
13.5
12.3
10.6

M&A advisory

Structured finance

Mizuho Securities has a top-class track record in M&A advisory

Mizuho Securities has also achieved a strong track record and

expertise that enables us to offer clients advice in line with their

particularly regarding the securitization of various financial

management strategies. Our advisory services reach far
experienced a substantial increase in recent years.

M&A advisory for announced deals

2,528.2

Deals

166

137

885
90

2017

2018

2019

2020

2,989.4
123

Amount (JPY bn)
No. of deals

2021 （FY）

M&A advisory for announced deals

(April 1, 2021 - March 31, 2022)

Rank

Company name

1
2
3
4
5

Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities
Goldman Sachs
BofA Securities, Inc.
Nomura Securities
Mizuho Financial Group

2

NO.

6,836.8

218

earned a first-class reputation in structured finance operations,
assets such as monetary claims and real estate. Accordingly,

we have lived up to our reputation as a front runner in Japan’s
securitization market.

ABS Lead Manager

11,096.7

No. of deals Amount（JPY bn）

56
24
22
104
123

55,174
52,928
38,989
31,753
29,894

Source: Prepared by Mizuho Securities based on data from Refinitiv

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

2017

14.7

Bookrunner and pricing date basis. Deals including initial public offerings,
convertible bonds, and REITs. Source: Refinitiv

Based on deal amounts. Any Japanese related deals（excluding real estate deals）.

08

13.1

Source: Prepared by Mizuho Securities based on data from Refinitiv

beyond Japan’s borders, to cross-border deals, which have

ENEOS HD

NO.

15.7

Underwriting amount and pricing date basis. Excluding own debt and securitization.

business, underpinned by cutting-edge knowledge and

DCM

12.7

4

Amount

565.1
331.7

Amount (JPY bn)

2021 （FY）

706

583.7

NO.

production, and our investment banking track record.

18.9

746.7

Amount

2,749.1

financial strategy expertise, our knowledge of industry and

Total domestic and cross-border equities

1,642.6

1,450.7 1,462.6

148

146

153

2017

2018

2019

1,601.7

Deals
Amount

1,337.1

156

NO.

158

Amount (JPY bn)
2020

No. of deals

2021 （FY）

ABS Lead Manager
Rank

1
2
3
4
5

Company name

Mizuho Financial Group
Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Holdings
Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group

Morgan Stanley

No.of deals Amount（JPY bn）Share
（%）

158
37
30
33
13

16,017
5,605
5,578
5,330
5,257

30.8
10.8
10.7
10.2
10.1

Deal amounts and settlement date basis.
Source: Prepared by Mizuho Securities based on data from Refinitiv

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.
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Business model

Global Markets Business
We provide investment products and services
to meet the diverse needs of clients

Our Global Markets Division offers a wide variety of investment
products and services, including domestic and foreign bonds,

equities, structured bonds, securitized products, and derivatives.
Clients include institutional investors, financial corporations,
business corporations, and others in Japan as well as

overseas. In this challenging investment environment, where
volatility is on the rise, we offer clients round-the-clock sales

and trading services in conjunction with our bases around the
world including Tokyo, Hong Kong, London, and New York.

This seamless, global network enables us to connect investors
and issuers worldwide and offer high value-added solutions

customized to client investment policies and risk preferences.

Fixed income

Equity

Mizuho Securities has established itself as the market leader in

In the equity business, Mizuho Securities is committed to accurately

our efforts to delivering products expertly tailored to our clients’

by providing top-class research, but also by enhancing execution

government bonds, having secured top market share. We dedicate

satisfying the increasingly sophisticated needs of clients not only
services（such as electronic trading）, expanding IR services for

investment strategies, proactively engaging in market making, and
providing timely and insightful information.

clients both in Japan and overseas, and by strengthening our
product lineup（including derivatives and equity finance）.

Furthermore, we are strengthening cross-border transactions

Furthermore, we constantly strive to offer state-of-the-art transaction

through fully-integrated domestic and overseas operations to

methods and provide information useful to both corporate and

effectively leverage global markets in responding to our clients’

individual clients.

diverse needs.

We continue to strengthen groupwide collaboration not only across
our Japan-based operations, but also with each of our overseas
entities throughout the US, Europe, and Asia to ensure unified,
seamless operations.

Share of TSE trading value

Share of yen-denominated bond market

4.0（%）

15
（%）

3.0
10
2.0
5

1.0
0

0
2013
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2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

（FY）

14
H1

14
H2

15
H1

15
H2

16
H1

16
H2

17
H1

17
H2

18
H1

18
H2

19
H1

19
H2

20
H1

20
H2

21
H1

21
H2

（FY）

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.
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Business model

Research（in-depth investment information)
Our analysts are among the highest ranked in the industry
and provide comprehensive survey and analyst reports to
investors in a timely manner

Utilizing our team of highly specialized analysts, economists,
and strategists, we survey, analyze, and evaluate various

spheres including Japanese and global industry trends, listed

companies, Japanese and global economic conditions, interest
rates, forex, credit, and ESG from a variety of different angles.
Based on those results, we provide investors with information

crucial to asset management, such as forecasts and investment
strategies, using sources such as reports, seminars, investor
events, and the media.

A team of experts dedicated
to addressing the various
potential challenges Mizuho
clients face

Pick Up
Year after year, we continue to be recognized as the top research house in Japan

Research business

for both equities and fixed income.

In response to client needs, both in Japan and overseas, our equities research business is

For equity research, we ranked 3rd among all research houses for the Nikkei Veritas 2022 "Most Popular Analyst Survey."
Six of our analysts ranked 1st in individual category rankings.

For bond research, Mizuho Financial Group ranked 3rd among all companies and groups for the Nikkei Veritas 2022 "Most Popular
Bond/Forex Analyst/Economist Survey." One of our analysts ranked 1st in individual category rankings.

While our achievements are notable, our quest to enhance our research capabilities to offer unsurpassable solutions tailored to the
diverse needs of our clients is unending.

developing an even stronger research team across Pan-Asia, including Japan. Our domestic
top-class strategists, economists, and sector analysts in Japan address the entire range of

needs by supplying information on industry trends, stock valuations of individual companies,
equity investment strategies, quantitative analysis, and various thematic reports.

Our fixed income research team, which comprises some of Japan’s foremost economists

and analysts, provides Japanese and overseas economic, interest rate, and forex forecasts.
Our team also offers credit analyses of issuing corporations, overseas financial institutions,
evaluates the impact of Japanese and overseas monetary policy, and proposes fixed
income investment strategies.

NO.

3

NO.

3

Furthermore, in light of recent advances we have made in digital innovation-driven research,
we also supply clients with the latest information on various ESG investments.

Seminars and investor events
Our sales and research teams work together to organize seminars and events of all sizes for
institutional investors. Large-scale events include our annual Japan Alpha Conference held

34th Annual Survey on

Nikkei Veritas 27th Annual Survey on

Most Popular Equity Analyst

Most Popular Bond/Forex Analyst/

（Overall Company Ranking）of Nikkei Veritas*¹

Economist by company/group*²

*1 Nikkei Veritas, February 27, 2022 issue
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*2 Nikkei Veritas, March 6, 2022 issue

every September in Tokyo since 2020. It features a series of one-on-one meetings between
companies and investors combined with small meetings on key topics. The FY21 online
conference was a great success, with approximately 850 domestic and international
institutional investors and 170 companies invited to take part.

We also routinely hold seminars on topics of critical importance to investors. We share
ideas helpful for making investment decisions in a timely and highly accessible format.

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.
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Sustainability initiatives

We are committed to meeting the expectations

Sustainable finance

the realization of a sustainable society.

initiatives

and needs of clients while working toward

for the company based on our materiality (sustainability

priorities) and the characteristics of the securities business.

Third year in a row

In addition to enhancing Mizuho Securities sustainability, we

Against this backdrop, for the third straight year since FY19, Mizuho Securities has

maintained the No.1 share for SDG-linked bonds issued publicly in Japan, with JPY

1

NO.

also promote company-wide initiatives to develop value-added
solutions to meet the sustainability strategies and needs of
clients.

SDG-linked bond
league tables

Mizuho Securities Key Sustainability Issues

Business

Top-heavy demographics and
health/longevity

●

Industrial development &
innovation

●

Sound economic growth

Enhance comprehensive asset consulting

Support our business partners'

●

decarbonization and business structure

●

Leverage technology to activate capital
markets and expand investor base

transformation efforts through engagement

Support innovation to solve social issues

Enhance investor-targeted ESG products

We have also received numerous accolades and awards for contributing to the

expansion of the sustainable finance market, including “Japan-first” structuring projects

and cutting-edge projects that have achieved ongoing ripple effects.

Second year in a row

Second year in a row

Second year in a row

Bronze award

Sustainable Finance House
of the Year

Outstanding
Performance Award

Academic and industry collaboration, financial and economics education, and investment education
To improve financial literacy across a wide range of age groups, we conduct and support need-based courses and lectures on topics
including finance, economics, and investment. Furthermore, we are also engaged in educational innovation initiatives such as expanding
remote learning tools.

and provide new financial services

●

issuance in FY21 expanded to JPY 2.3 trillion.

697.3 billion in SDG bonds underwritten in FY21.

Mizuho Securities has established Key Sustainability Issues

Mizuho's Materiality

Japan's sustainable finance market is experiencing rapid growth. SDG-linked bond

●

Exercise intermediary functions（such as

disseminating ESG information）to promote

Teacher training research with Waseda
University Graduate School of
Education Professional Degree Program.
We are active in numerous endeavors to
promote and expand education, including
commissioned research and other
initiatives to train and develop teachers
who are highly effective in the classroom.

Publishing assistance for
public library materials

Development of digital education
materials（for secondary education）

To help elementary school students acquire
accurate knowledge about money, we have
assisted in the creation of educational materials,
such as books and manga, for both parents
and children which touch on a variety of
related themes（cashless society, etc.）
.

As part METI’s（Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry）Steam Library digital educational
materials development project, in collaboration
with Waseda University we developed
educational materials and posted them on
METI's website for free public use.

ESG investments

Environment & society

●

●
●
●

Management base
14

Promote sustainable finance

●

Reduce GHG emissions across business

●

Promote climate change risk assessment

●

activities

Accelerate product diversification to
achieve carbon neutrality

●

and control

Enhance human rights responses
Support financial literacy

Promote shift to paperless operations

Enhance supply chain management framework
Social science lessons with graduate school students

Personnel

●

Promote diversity and inclusion

●

"My First Money Class" four volumes
Publisher: Bunken Shuppan（Shinkoshuppansha Keirinkan）

https://www.steam-library.go.jp/content/9

Promote diverse workstyles（workplace
culture as well as work-life balance）

Endowed courses in universities and graduate schools
Governance

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

●

Development of organizational structure

●

Establish stable business operations,

to promote sustainability

including systems/Admin. platforms

●
●

Achieve strong risk management framework
Establish Mizuho Securities sustainability
brand via widespread internal adoption,

external communication, and information
disclosure

We have set up endowed courses at universities and graduate schools as just one of our industry-academia collaborative initiatives. The goal
is to train individuals who will go on to become future specialists in capital markets.
We are also involved in ongoing education and research activities that draw on the actual business experience of our employees, such as
offering courses on the latest trends in capital markets（including fintech and sustainable finance）, co-sponsored symposiums, and joint
research on finance terminology.

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.
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DX initiatives
Mizuho Securities has positioned DX（Digital Transformation）as one of the key themes to be addressed across the entire company. As
we continue to evolve, we will pursue our vision as a digital age company, characterized by a team of dynamic employees serving
clients as their most trusted partner. We will carry out this vision based on the following four themes by leveraging data and digital
technology to enhance our customer service and competitiveness.

●

Enhance business

●

Boost efficiency and productivity
Create new businesses as well as
products and services
Human resource development

●
●

●

●
●

Automate contact center operations
Leverage various tools and technologies such as shifting to paperless operations and RPA
Create and propose new value, products, and services through digital technologies such
as AI and blockchain
Training programs for data scientists and AI engineers
Training programs to develop DX talent

Leveraging our expertise in real estate and securitized products, Mizuho Securities is preparing to begin utilizing security tokens backed by
various assets in those fields. The first step will be to convert real estate funds comprised of commercial, office, and residential buildings.
In future public and private offerings, in addition to real estate and infrastructure, we will consider offering tokens and corporate bonds
backed by movable assets, such as ships and aircraft. We will contribute to the development of capital markets via preparations to
issue security tokens in a variety of areas while responding to the increasingly diverse financing needs of issuers and the needs of
investors for diverse methods to manage their assets.

We will continue to further promote the advancement of scientific and advantageous face-to-face consulting based on data, and
propose ideal products and services tailored to the diverse needs of clients.
Initiatives

Start

Details
System uses data points to analyze behavioral characteristics of sales representatives and classify each according to
type. Based on such data and classification, we can create a clear picture of the consulting skills and human resource
requirements necessary for fostering client relationships built on trust.
● This approach is designed to create highly-effective sales processes by leveraging data-driven human resource
strategies and policies according to each sales representative’s behavioral type.
●

Effective training for
different types of sales
representatives

April 2021

Sophisticated monitoring
to ensure our customer
service is of the highest
standard

May 2021

In efforts to promote client-centric business operations, we have developed a monitoring system to verify the
effectiveness of sales activities. This system leverages behavioral data and past transactions of each sales representative.
● Potential conduct risks are identified and preventive measures（monitoring and education）are taken to promote
appropriate and sound client consulting.
●

Providing incomparable
consulting services
tailored to the goals of
each client

July 2021
March 2022

Blockchain networks

Securities
company

Token

Trade

Investor

Factories &
logistics facilities

Challenges presented
by conventional
transactions

Securities
company

Token

Issue

Investor

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

Fast price quotes!
●

Trade

Investor

Stocks
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Rule-based AI
adopted

Introduction of
machine learning AI
and ALPHA!

Streamlining achieved via complex algorithms to generate
price quotes for clients in real time and by leveraging AI
for monetarily small trades.

Addressing quality（dealers with sophisticated knowhow & AI）
Securities
company

Security tokens

Addressing quantity

2019

Issuing
entity

Token

Prior to ALPHA, both price quotes to clients and
post-execution hedging transactions were conducted by
dealer reliance on their knowledge and experience to make
comprehensive judgments about market trends

Rule-based AI!

Token

Corporate bonds

Information is automatically distributed to sales representatives to enable optimal proposals tailored to client preferences.

Significant time was required to quote prices
because human dealers had to respond to
multiple inquiries at the same time

Issue

Hotels & inns

●

*1 Rule-based AI: AI that excels at automating intelligent tasks for which known facts and rules exist.
*2 Machine-learning AI: AI that leverages large volumes of data to statistically derive the most appropriate response. Typified by deep learning.

Token

Ships

This system enables us to detect changes in clients' life events and portfolios and follow up at the most opportune time
for each client.

AI-enabled initiatives to enhance electronic trading of JGBs

Offices

Issue

Aircraft

●

In addition to introducing rule-based AI*¹ in 2019 for electronic trading of Japanese government bonds（JGBs）, in 2021 Mizuho Securities
introduced “ALPHA,” a machine-learning AI system*² designed to boost competitiveness for electronic trading of government bonds with clients.
The introduction of these two types of AI systems have enabled us to both shorten the time required for price quotations with
rule-based AI, and offer clients favorable pricing for machine-learning AI while also creating expectations for enhanced profitability via
optimal post-execution hedging transactions. Such initiatives are enhancing our ability to address "quantity" and "quality" challenges
in the electronic trading of JGBs.

(Shift to digitization & smaller lots)

Infrastructure
facilities

We are also leveraging digital technologies, such as AI and machine learning, to offer clients sophisticated face-to-face consultations
and continue to build lasting relationships of trust.
As digital and online communication further accelerates and face-to-face consulting opportunities become increasingly important, we
will strive to propose ideal products to clients at the most opportune times.

Advanced sales & trading execution
Excellence in asset management consulting

Digital securities（security token）initiatives

Funds & REITs

Leveraging digital technology to enhance in-person consulting

Distributed ledger and digital technologies, such as blockchain, show promise as a means for simplifying and
automating the flow of securities issued and distributed in accordance with legal and regulatory requirements.
These technologies are expected to reduce costs while underpinning the creation of new financial products,
including small-lot transactions.

December 2021

ALPHA
adopted

ALPHA

Expectation for highly-competitive rate quotes
and increased market share!
Armed with knowledge provided by ALPHA on size of
market impact, our dealers can revise rates with confidence.
● Enables us to offer highly-competitive prices.
●

A wider range of hedging transactions
underpinning our ability to benefit from increasingly
sophisticated risk management!
ALPHA also advises on hedging transaction strategies to
avoid post-execution price fluctuation risks.
● Higher revenue expectations
●

An AI tool that analyzes multiple factors, such as past transactions and market conditions, and advises on the market
impact of individual transactions and hedging strategies. It can instantly analyze 215 different types of data and provide
advice to dealers in real time.

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.
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Corporate overview

Principal domestic subsidiaries and affiliates

● Japan Investor Relations and Investor Support, Inc.

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

Name

Consulting

as surveys to identify shareholders, IR arrangements, IPO consulting, and surveys and
research related to corporate governance, as well as educational services such as

Otemachi First Square, 1-5-1 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo

seminars and assistance in obtaining qualifications.

100- 0004 Japan

Head Office Location

Japan Investor Relations and Investor Support offers consulting and survey services such

Tel: +81 3-5208-3210
● Mizuho Securities Principal Investment Co., Ltd.

July 1917

Established

Principal investment

Representative

President & CEO: Yoshiro Hamamoto

Main business

Financial instruments business
Smartphone securities

Bureau of the Ministry of Finance (Kin-sho) No. 94

7,221

Number of employees

Head Office support

Overseas: 19 offices

● Nippon Securities Technology Co., Ltd.

To conduct smooth and reliable transactions with clients, Mizuho Securities has established
subsidiaries and affiliates to provide backup support for its IT and office processing
operations.

Tokyo Stock Exchange, Osaka Exchange, Nagoya Stock Exchange,

Stock exchange
memberships

financial services seamlessly linking your daily needs and your financial business

● Mizuho Securities Business Service Co., Ltd.

Domestic: 230 offices

Network

As Japan’s first smartphone-dedicated securities option, we offer new, next-generation
while striving to "always be at your fingertips and user-friendly” and “easy to operate."

JPY 125,167 million

Capital

corporate investors, and real estate.

● PayPay Securities Corporation

Registered with the Director of the Kanto Local Finance

Registration number

Drawing on a wide client base, the company commits capital to its investment funds,

Fukuoka Stock Exchange,Sapporo Securities Exchange, and Tokyo Financial Exchange

（ As of June 30, 2022 ）

Japan Securities Dealers Association,
Japan Investment Advisers Association,

Association
memberships

The Financial Futures Association of Japan,
Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association, and
Japan Security Token Offering Association

（ As of June 30, 2022 ）

History
Establishment

Company name change

1900

1910

Merger

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1891 Tamatsuka Shoten

1944 Tamatsuka Securities

1891 Fukushima Namizo Shoten

1944 Yamakano Securities
1917 Osaka Shoji

1959

1970

1980

1990

2000

1967

Daisho
Securities

1947 Ohi Securities

2010

2000

New Japan Securities

Shinko Securities

2009

1968 Wako Securities

Mizuho
Securities

1994 DKB Securities
1994 Fuji Securities
1993 IBJ Securities
1993 Norin Chukin Securities
1905

Nippon Kangyo
Bank Gepposha

2013

Mizuho Securities

Business Transfer（ 2004）

1922 Nippon Kangyo Securities

1888 Imai Shoten
1872 Imamura Shoten

2000
Mizuho Securities

1937
1910 Mochizuki Shoten

（1944）

Kakumaru Securities

1920 Hara Chuzaburo Shoten

1954

Mochizuki
Securities

1967

1990

Nippon Kangyo
Kakumaru Securities

Kankaku Securities

（ 1966）

1965 Public Telephone Securities

2000
Mizuho
Investors
Securities

2001
Mizuho Investors
Securities

1985 Kokyo Securities

1927 Daito Securities
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Network

Nationwide
network
in Japan

230offices
*¹

Including

We deliver expertly-tailored services to clients

Europe

North America

● Mizuho

International plc

● Mizuho

Securities USA LLC

● Mizuho

Securities Europe GmbH

● Mizuho

Securities Canada Inc.

Including

103branches 123Planet Booths*²

nationwide through our
network of 230 offices in Japan,

*1 Including Tokyo Head Office and regional head offices,
which total three, and one sales branch.
*2 Planet Booths are consulting booths located within
Mizuho Bank branches

the largest in the domestic securities industry.

Asia

Kinki

38

Including

offices

13

Planet Booths

Hokuriki /
Ko s h i n e t s u

7

offices

Hokkaido/
To h o k u

Including

6

1

Planet Booth

● Mizuho

Securities Asia Limited

● Mizuho

Securities（Singapore）Pte. Ltd.

● Mizuho

Securities India Private Limited

◆ Beijing

Office

◆ Shanghai

Office

11

offices

Representative

offices
Europe

Chugoku /
S h i ko k u

Representative

●

Including

1

Mizuho International plc
Underwriting, sales and trading of
marketable securities, M&A advisory, etc.

Asia
●

Head office: London

Planet Booth
●

Mizuho Securities Europe GmbH1*¹
Underwriting, sales and trading of marketable securities, etc.

Mizuho Securities Asia Limited
Underwriting, securities trading,
investment advisory services, etc.
Head office: Hong Kong

●

Head office: Frankfurt
*1 Wholly-owned subsidiary of Mizuho International plc

Mizuho Securities (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
Underwriting, sales and trading of marketable securities,
M&A advisory, futures brokerage/clearing, and
wealth management.
Head office: Singapore

To k yo

93
Ky u s h u /
Okinawa

10

offices

Including

1

Planet Booth

To k a i

12

Including

offices

2

Planet Booths

Including

offices

Kanto

（excluding Tokyo）

53

offices

73

Planet Booths

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

●

Mizuho Securities USA Inc.*²
Underwriting, sales and trading of marketable securities,
exchange listed derivatives brokerage, and
M&A advisory, etc.
*2 Reorganized under the umbrella of Mizuho
Americas LLC, a US Bank Holding Company (BHC).

32

Planet Booths

●

Mizuho Securities India Private Limited
Intermediary and introductory services relating to
overseas financing, M&A advisory, etc.
Head office: Mumbai

Head office: New York

Including

（ As of June 30, 2022 ）
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North America

●

◆

Beijing Representative Office

Information gathering, etc.

◆

Shanghai Representative Office

Information gathering, etc.

Mizuho Securities Canada Inc.*³
Advice regarding marketable securities and
underwriting of marketable securities.
Head Office: Toronto
*3 A wholly-owned subsidiary of Mizuho Securities USA LLC.

（ As of June 30, 2022 ）
Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.
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Organizational Structure

Mizuhoʼs Corporate Identity

General Meeting of Shareholders

Mizuho, the leading Japanese financial services group with a global presence and a broad customer base, is
committed to: Providing customers worldwide with the highest quality financial services with honesty and integrity;
Corporate Secretariat

Board of Directors

Audit & Supervisory
Committee

Executive Management
Committee

President & CEO

Internal
Audit Committee

Anticipating new trends on the world stage; Expanding our knowledge in order to help customers shape their future;

Audit & Supervisory
Committee Office

Growing together with our customers in a stable and sustainable manner; and Bringing together our group–wide
expertise to contribute to the prosperity of economies and societies throughout the world.
These fundamental commitments support our primary role in bringing fruitfulness for each customer and the

Business Policy
Committee

economies and the societies in which we operate. Mizuho creates lasting value. It is what makes us invaluable.
Executive
Secretariat

Internal Audit Group

Compliance Group

Operations Group

IT & Systems Group

Human Resources Group

Risk Management Group

Financial Control & Accounting Group

Strategic Planning Group

Research & Consulting Unit

Global Markets Division

Global Investment Banking Division

Retail & Business Banking Division

Mizuhoʼs fundamental
approach to business activities,
based on the raison of Mizuho

Due Diligence Dept

Investment Dept

Equity Business Division

Fixed Income Business Division

Syndication Business Division

Products Business Division

Investment Banking Business Division

Fund Business Division

Branches/Planet Booths

The most
trusted financial
services group

（ As of June 30, 2022 ）

a system of corporate governance designed to ensure accountability

business activities based on fairness and honesty in way that is

we have adopted the Audit and Supervisory Committee structure and
have introduced an executive officer system to reinforce corporate
governance（by separating supervisory functions from business

execution functions）and to clarify authority and responsibilities.
Our subsidiaries have adopted systems to ensure effective and

appropriate governance in accordance with the size and obligations
of each and have integrated their approaches closely with the

The best financial
service provider

The most cohesive
financial services
group

ho
Mizu
T h e l ue s
Va

Going forward, we will continue to strive for highly transparent,

supervisory functions and accelerate the decision-making process,

n

The most trusted financial services group with a global presence and a broad
customer base, contributing to the prosperity of the world, Asia, and Japan.

To ensure effective governance across the entire financial group,

and self-discipline in management. Also, to upgrade audit and

Vis i o

Mizuhoʼs vision for the future,
realized through the practice of the
Corporate Philosophy

Basic approach regarding corporate governance
each core Mizuho company（including Mizuho Securities）carries out

orate
Corp ophy
s
o
Phil

The shared values and principles of Mizuhoʼs people,
uniting all executives and employees together to pursue our Vision

Customer First

Innovative Spirit

Team Spirit

Speed

Passion

The most trusted partner
lighting the future

Progressive and
flexible thinking

Diversity and
collective strength

Acuity and
promptness

Communication and
challenge for the future

highly efficient corporate management and seek to promote

compliant with laws and regulations and conforms to societal norms.

Po l i c y o n I n i t i at i ve s fo r Pr a c t i c i n g Fi d u c i a r y D ut i e s of M izuh o Se c ur i t i e s
As a member of the Mizuho group, Mizuho Securities is

First.” As a team of financial professionals providing a

financial partner in line with Mizuho’s corporate identity. As

group companies are committed to fulfilling our fiduciary

committed to remaining our clients’ most trusted long-term
such, to achieve the Mizuho Vision, all employees share a

common set of five core Mizuho Values, including “Customer

broad range of services, Mizuho Securities and all Mizuho
duty* in providing the best, most appropriate solutions to
meet the diverse needs of our clients.

* Fiduciary duty is a general term for the broad range of various roles and responsibilities that fiduciaries are expected to fulfill
when engaging in certain business activities in order to live up to the trust that is placed in them by their clients.

group’s administrative framework.
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Senior Executives

Board of Directors

Deputy President & Executive Officer

Ke i j i M a r uko
President & CEO *¹ (Representative Director)

Deputy President *¹ (Representative Director)

Deputy President *¹ (Representative Director)

Yo s h i r o H a ma m oto

Yuzo K a na m o r i

At s us h i Ta ka ha s h i

Member of the Board of Directors

M a s a h i r o K i ha r a

Member of the Board of Directors*²

Member of the Board of Directors

(Audit & Supervisory Committee Member)

Ya s uto Se n g o k u

Hisashi Kikuchi

(Audit & Supervisory Committee Member)

(Audit & Supervisory Committee Member)

Ya s uh i s a H a s h i m oto

H i r oy uk i Suzuk i

Se i j i Ko ga

Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

Ei i c h i Ya ma z a k i

Ta k uh i ko To c h i o r i

A k i h i r o Ya ma d e

Da i s h i Sa s a k i

N o r i ka zu A ke d o

H i r o b um i Na kaya ma

K i m i h i r o Sa ka n o

Member of the Board of Directors*²

(Audit & Supervisory Committee Member)

*1 Concurrently serves as Executive Officer.
*2 Messrs. Yasuhisa Hashimoto, Hiroyuki Suzuki, and Seiji Koga are “outside directors” as prescribed in Article 2, Item 15 of the Companies Act.
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Na o k i Ta ka ha s h i
Member of the Board of Directors

(Audit & Supervisory Committee Member)

Member of the Board of Directors*²

Managing Executive Officer

（ As of June 21, 2022 ）

I t a r u Sh i r a kawa

Sato s h i A s a i

J e r r y Riz zi e r i

Nat s um i A k i t a

Sun e e l B a k h s h i
Head of
Business Promotion

Retail & Business
Banking Division

Global
Investment Banking Division

Strategic
Planning Group

Research &
Consulting Unit

Human
Resources Group

Global
Markets Division

（ As of June 21, 2022 ）
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Official sponsor of Tokyo Disneyland ®
Mizuho Securities has endorsed
Tokyo Disneyland’s concept of a
“Kingdom of Dreams and Magic” and
currently sponsors The Enchanted Tiki
Room: Stitch Presents ‘Aloha E Komo
Mai!’ show.
We will continue to support everyone’s
dreams by providing services clients
can always rely on and by contributing
to community development.
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